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The Next Event is on Saturday, April 9 at 1:00 p.m., in the basement meeting rooms of
the Lansing Public Library, downtown.

The Clinic: See the Superintendent’s Message below.
Show & Tell. You’ve had all winter to work on any number of model railroading projects,
how about bringing one of them in, Showing it off and Telling us all about it.
Craig Rosenberger’s HO scale layout & Alan Godfrey’s HO Santa Fe layout.

Upcoming Clinics & Layout Visits for This Year

May
TBA

May
TBA

June
Howell Trip - Meet for Lunch
Visit Howell’s Ann Arbor Depot & ex GTW caboose.
Have dessert at an ex ATSF caboose & more.

June
	 	 Mark	 Cowles:	 PAT	 RR	 in	 N	 	 	 
	 	 Howard	 Ziegel	 -	 O	 Traction	 	 	 
Rescheduled	 from	 May.

Ok, so we shouldn’t really complain about this weekend’s snow after al.
Submitted by Jason Stevens, from Pintrest.

BUILDING A SMALL LOADING DOCK, WITH A RAMP,
WOODEN BOARD BY WOODEN BOARD
under the guidance of Terry Davis

Terry’s Prototypes. One is all wood, the other has a steel (plastic) frame.

The top one is HO, the lower one is N scale.

2008

Assembled in what used to be Doc Fleming’s class room at Olivet College.

Here, Terry is going over the directions while making use of Div 5’s new projection system.

Ron & Roy stain the strip wood.

The Chopper
A basic tool, after the razor blade & #11 blade.

The Editor’s N scale loading ramp
undergoing a stress test.

Time Out to talk to
the resident Turtle.

A Div. 5 Layout Visit to
Doc Fleming’s On3 Gauge NEHI Railroad

From the Yard Office
With Spring’s arrival, most of us will be slowly turning our attention to outside activities and Spring cleanup.
But if you are like me, your model railroading activities won’t change much at all and we stay just as busy in
the train room in the nice warm weather as we do in the winter.
This is a busy month for me with all my model railroading activities which includes my Annual ProTrak
Weekend being held the last week of April this year. Additional info is at the end of this message.
This month’s Division meeting will be slightly different. The April clinic had to be rescheduled and this will
allow us to finally give our Division and upcoming 2018 Regional Convention a name. I will bring a list of
names that have been suggested and I would like us to break into smaller groups, put our heads together and
come up with a winner. If we can determine that there was an individual that presented the name, we will give
that person a gift certificate.
Additionally, this will be a perfect time for your officers to get feedback from our members. There are additional activities that we can incorporate
into our meetings, if not on a regular monthly basis, maybe quarterly or semi-annually. I will be very interested to see what the membership feels
about what we are now doing and what we could add to our activities. Please try and make this meeting.
We will be visiting 2 very nice layouts. Craig Rosenberger’s layout is a piece of artwork which amazes all of us, and Alan Godfrey’s Santa Fe layout
is a very nice multideck layout that is under construction.
I would like to setup another layout tour for our Division this summer. In the past, these tours have been very successful and a good size group of
members have attended each year. There are a couple of different directions that we can go. One is the suburbs of northwest Detroit, and the
other is the Battle Creek/Kalamazoo area. I will see what layouts would be available to us and go from there. I will advise the membership when I
get this information and we will plan the tour.
I am still very interested in creating a group for fellow model railroaders to learn more about operations. I am very open to any of your
suggestions. My layout is open for us to use during these meetings. I would concentrate on general operating procedures and not just those on
my layout. For those that have operating experience, you will probably agree that the majority of operating layouts all work within a framework of
operations but can be quite different from each other. This is why I would like to concentrate on prototype practices which will give you a good
basic understanding of railroad operations. If you are interested, please let me know.
For those that are interested in more information on the ProTrak Weekend. I think that most of you know that ProTrak is a computer based
operations/car forwarding program. It does all the managing and paperwork for operations. Jim Moir, the program developer lives in Ontario and
for the last 13 years, he has come to Lansing with other ProTrak users and we just run trains, have clinics, eat and run more trains, this year for 5
days, Wednesday thru Sunday. Things kick off Wednesday afternoon as people start arriving, literally from around the country. We then generally
start each day off with a big breakfast at Sophia’s in Grand Ledge and usually get trains running at about 9:30AM. We run op sessions throughout
the day with meals and a couple of clinics interspersed. Saturday evening is our big dinner at Finley’s at 6:00P. I have 24 seats reserved for those
that would like to attend. Please contact me if you would like to join us for dinner. You are welcome to participate in any and all of the weekend.
Best, Andy Keeney

So Much for that Oil Boom.
However, judging by the steam locomotive, this is probably a
view of the railroad’s response to u-boat attacks on coastal
tankers during WW II.
Submitted by Jason Stevens from Pintrest.

AMTRAK ANNOUNCES NEW FEDERAL FUNDING OBTAINED, NEW SEATING and MEAL SERVICE INTRODUCED
Several years ago an Amtrak vice-president became aware of the fact that railroads
were shipping airplane fuselages across country on flat cars. A idea began to develop.
The concept grew when Amtrak discovered success when it adopted the airlines yield
pricing formulas, every seat at a different price.
Amtrak officials were also aware that while they have a very difficult time getting
funding for new equipment, the government seems more than willing to help fund the
airlines in a multitude of ways.
While many Amtrak trains are sold out, there are often more customers to be carried if
only they had the equipment to do so.
The solution. Amtrak, with new government assistance, has purchased a number of
slightly used airplane fuselages that have become redundant as the airlines cut routes
and fleets in order to cut costs and increase both prices and profits.
Now Amtrak can cram seat more bodies into these airline fuselages than could be accommodated in standard railroad passenger cars. Dining and
cafe cars are no longer needed as the passengers are fed peanuts. Baggage cars are not needed as only limited carry on baggage is permitted.
In addition, the cockpit has been stripped of controls and now seats four platinum class passengers.
Adopting more of the airlines profit oriented concepts, all trains now go to hubs, passengers change trains and then continue on to either the next
hub or their destination. For example, if you are going from Detroit to Cleveland you first go to Chicago, change, and proceed on to your destination
in Cleveland. An upside is, now that planes are involved, rental car agencies are eager to set up lots at railroad stations.
Amtrak’s marketing department debated a number of branding ideas for this new service, Tlane, Trane, Prain or Prane. After much consideration,
focus group studies and some of the competion, they have decided to call the new service MEGA-PRAIN.
This new service was scheduled to start up April 1, but do to weather delays, it is uncertain when it will actually get off the ground. Tickets are only
available on line and must be purchased 365 days in advance. For tickets contact Amtrak at www.MEGA-PLANE.3/1/16.com

Announcing the 2nd Annual Michigan Railfan Trip to Ohio
This year’s trip is to visit and railfan
Bellevue and The Mad River & NKP Museum.
Last year’s trips to Fostoria’s Iron Triangle and the New York Central museum were enough of a success for us to set up another
similar trip.
This Spring’s destination is Bellevue, OH and the Mad River & Nickel Plate Railroad Museum set for Saturday, May 21.
This trip also is going to be a drive yourself or carpool with friends trip. This provides a number of advantages. No cost of bus, and
right now gas prices are good, you can arrive and leave the site as suits your own schedule, you can choose when and where to eat
and you can decide to come, or to cancel at the last minute, if your plans change.
Bellevue is located about one hour southeast of Toledo, south of Cedar Point. The trip can be made either via the Ohio Turnpike or
east from Toledo on US 20. The difference between routes in either time or distance is minimal.
The museum is open between Noon and 4 and the admission cost is: adults, $7; seniors, $6 and children 3-12 $4.
The museum has a collection of diesel locomotives, the first dome car, an PRR RPO car, a restored station, museum buildings and a
collection of other freight and passenger cars and miscellaneous railroad equipment and memorabilia.
In addition, there is a viewing platform, open 24 hours, across from the preserved PRR tower at the intersection of the NS and W&LE
lines, with tracks heading off in four directions.
Just east of town, OH route 4 crosses over the NS yard, with a view of the shops and hump as well as yard tracks. While there is no
parking allowed on the bridge, it does have very wide shoulders available for photographers. It is a couple of hundred yard walk from
the parking areas to the center of the bridge, however, there are a number of other level crossings in the area of the museum, with
spots to park, to get train photos in addition to the viewing platform.
Bellevue has a number of eateries ranging from fast food, to bar/lounges to sit down restaurants. Lodging is also available in the
area for those who want to arrive early or stay over night.
For those of you opting to drive rte. 20, Fremont, west of Bellevue, has three stations, 2 passenger and a freight near the intersection
of Napoleon and N.Monroe to the south of rte. 20 .
Both Bellevue and the Museum have web sites for more information.
Mark Cowles
nkpcowles@yahoo.com
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Doc Fleming’s On3 Bobber

Amtrak’s new Mega-Prane car.

There is some growing interest among some model railroaders
regarding building layouts on shelving, either as a small switching
layout or as a sectional layout. In that vein, I ran across this
shelving unit at a IKEA earlier in the month. The drawer attached to
the shelf could be used to store cars and locomotives until needed,
or modeling tools and the like.
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